
WORLD’S BEST DJ FESTIVAL SOLUTION





Introducing Deejay B2B table, world’s first modular

DJ solution dedicated for the most seamless technical 

changes during festivals and events that require 

advanced functionality and design while retaining the 

key values of ease of use and reliability that are so 

critical during an ongoing performance.

  

Years of experience and close cooperation with 

industry professionals has resulted in a robust and 

hard-wearing mobile system that can accommodate 

multiple and complex DJ setups allowing trouble-free 

rider changes without compromising artist center 

position on the stage.  





Designed and built to the highest quality our Deejay B2B Table can withstand 200 kg

of weight at any point while PENN ELCOM locks provide sufficient resistance to the slightest 

unwanted side movement. 

Regardless of its weight, one simple click and you can roll in your next artist pre-installed 

setup with ease and confidence, hassle-free, all plugged in and ready to perform. 





Implementation of industrial vibration absorbers means no stress, no vibration transmission 

and zero feedback while using very demanding vinyl setup so you can finally forget concrete 

slabs and other risky substitutes and focus on your show. 

Wear-resistant damping mat covering the worktop surface provides additional protection for 

maximum performance as well as makes our Deejay B2B table soft, safe and user friendly.





Vibration Absorption Capabilities

Here are the measurements from the Fast Tracer vibration analyser and 

dedicated vibration diagnostics software used to collect data at 

vibration range of 0-2500 Hz:

1.1. The vibration measurement on the mixer shows a tenfold increase in 

 vertical displacement of the table without shock absorbers when 

  compared to the standard stage table setup.

1.2. The turntable, due to its design, exhibited higher damping properties 

 compared to the mixer. However, Deejay B2B Table fitted with shock 

 absorbers provided a significant, six-fold drop in the level of 

 displacement drastically outperforming any standard solutions. Standard Stage Table

Deejay B2B table



ORDER NOW FOR YOUR FESTIVAL


